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1.

INTRODUCTION

The forest products industry represents a significant economic contributor for large portions of rural
America, primarily those geographies with the natural resource endowments necessary to produce
timber. The Pacific Northwest is one of those regions with large geographic areas producing timber, both
on private and public lands. This timber creates significant economic value to entities involved in the
production, harvesting, transporting, milling/processing, distribution and downstream retail product
markets. These product markets encompass a wide variety, including paper/packaging, furniture,
construction and others.
The market for timber products and the volume harvested for domestic use or international export is
influenced by a wide array of factors including access to timber, labor, efficient transportation,
processing technology, technological developments in competing, non-wood fiber products,
macroeconomic and trade policies and overall economic growth and development. One area of the wood
products supply-chain that could improve the overall market for wood products is the process for
transporting harvested logs from the forest to area sawmills for further processing.
Generally, log harvesting operations contract with log transportation carriers to move harvested logs to
specific sawmills, based upon log types and prices offered at mill locations. In most cases, these truck
transportation service providers are small, independent, owner-operated carriers that may own one or
two trucks and provide services within geographies around where they live. In some cases, the harvesting
company owns their own trucks and manages the transport of logs to the mill, but even these are often
small to medium sized operations with only one or two trucks transporting logs. Increasingly, as each
aspect of the supply chain becomes more specialized (particularly harvesting and processing), the
inefficient transportation of logs has begun to impede the efficient operation of mills and flow of timber
products to market. As that inefficiency grows (increasing the cost to move logs to processing), the areas
of timber that can be cost-effectively harvested and marketed decreases. This is especially problematic in
very remote regions where sawmills are sparsely situated across vast forests with limited road and
highway access, as is the case in the Pacific Northwest. 1
The fragmented and independent nature of how the small, owner-operator, log transportation carrier
functions is part of the challenge. In most cases, these carriers’ contract with logging companies to
provide log transport from harvesting locations to specific mill locations. Carriers will typically travel
with empty trailers from their homes to the forest, where their truck is loaded and then sent to the mill
for delivery. After delivering to the mill, carriers will typically return to the same forest to pick up
another load and deliver it back to the mill. Carriers will repeat this cycle for as many trips that can be
completed in a day, before returning home with an empty trailer. The nature of these roundtrip hauls
results in a high percentage of empty backhaul miles, which is both inefficient and limits the number of
trips that can be completed in a day (limiting revenue earned).
These inefficiencies in transportation stem from lack of information and lack of coordination.
Transportation carriers are uninformed about the optimal routes/deliveries they should drive/make to
maximize the utilization of their time and trucks, and the fragmentation between and within mills and
forests prevents such routes from being driven, as they require coordination. Several
information/coordination systems have been developed to alleviate these problems (e.g., FlowOpt
1

A sparse road network serves as an additional barrier to identifying efficient backhaul opportunities.
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(Forsberg et al. (2005)), and RuttOpt (Andersson et al. (2008)), and within case studies they have been
shown to be effective at reducing transportation costs by 5-30%, but they are not widely available
(commercially or otherwise) and are typically regionally focused (e.g., RuttOpt was designed for the
Swedish timber transportation sector). Furthermore, the value of such information systems, is highly
variable, and depends on the regional timber supply chain, mill locations, forest heterogeneity, road
networks, etc.
The objective of this research is to identify the value of an information system that facilitates coordinated
optimal routing, within the Pacific Northwest timber industry.
2.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Transportation of logs from the forest to sawmills currently represents a very costly and inefficient
activity, significantly limiting the returns to log truck owners/operators, hampering efficient operation of
sawmills and ultimately reducing the market for U.S. timber products. Advances in technology and
information exchange could improve coordination across this supply chain and result in improved
efficiency and lower transportation costs. It could also lead the way in advancing environmental
standards in the harvest, transport, and processing of wood products.
3.

STUDY OBJECTIVES
The objectives are:
•
•
•

•

4.

Solicit input from key stakeholders across the forest products supply chain in the PNW through
interviews and/or focus groups.
Utilize this information to develop an optimization model of log transportation from the forest
to mills in the PNW.
Apply this optimization model to simulate an environment where information associated with
truck transportation services, log harvest and mill operations are shared across a platform to
increase coordination and operations regionwide.
Evaluate the cost/benefit associated with investing in information technology that achieves
improved product flow and efficiency.
LITERATURE REVIEW

The transportation of logs from the forest to sawmills represents upwards of 35% of delivered timber
costs (Audey et al. 2012). While other industries have been successful in lowering transportation costs
by minimizing the share of empty backhaul miles driven (see Gansterer and Hartl (2018) for review), the
remoteness of logging operations and the specialization of log trailers has made identifying efficient
backhaul opportunities particularly challenging (Andersson et al., 2008).
Carlsson & Ronnqvist (2007) describe that while mills themselves are unlikely to provide backhaul trips
(they have few outgoing products suitable for a log truck), it may be possible for a truck to coordinate
between two (or more) mills and two (or more) harvest locations to minimize the number of miles driven
(Figure 1). Because each mill processes different products, and each forest plot offers different supply, it
may be possible to identify a coordinated loop between heterogenous mills and forests that takes
advantage of the mill and forest locations, such that the coordinated loop is shorter than the sum of its
parts. For example, if a truck can deliver pulp logs from S1 to D1, and then find a nearby harvest location
4

(D1 to S2) that needs delivery back in the direction of the original harvest location (saw logs from S2 to
D2 to S1), then total miles driven can be reduced by combining the direct routes into a coordinated loop.
Figure 1: Backhauling Opportunities - Carlsson & Ronnqvist (2007)

Several efforts have been made to identify backhaul opportunities and implement coordinated routing:
Weintraub et al. (1996) built some of the first daily forest transportation scheduling software; McDonald
et al. (2001) developed a strategic planning and route coordination model; Murphy (2003) developed and
tested a coordinated routing model with two New Zealand forest companies; Palmgren et al. (2003)
developed a log-truck scheduling model; Forsberg et al. (2005) built a decision support system
(FlowOpt) for both strategic (terminal locations, capacities, etc.) and tactical (log flows, routing, etc.)
decisions; Mendell et al. (2006) simulated coordinated routing among a small fleet in the southern U.S;
Carlsson & Ronnqvist (2007) developed a tactical planning model using linear programming and column
generation; Andersson et al. (2008) developed a decision support system (RuttOpt) for daily scheduling;
McDonald et al. (2011) compared efficiencies between dispatch coordinated routing and computer
optimized routing; Audy et al. (2013) developed a decision support system for collaborative routing; and
Dems et al. (2016) developed a multiple-period annual planning and bucking model.
These implementations of scheduling and coordinated routing software’s/information systems have
largely proven to offer value in the form of cost savings: coordinated routing saves between 5-30% of
timber transportation costs. Cost savings, however, vary depending on the regional timber supply chain,
mill locations, forest heterogeneity, etc. To identify the value of coordinated routing in the Pacific
Northwest timber industry, a log truck transportation optimization model is developed. Efficiency gains
from coordinated routing are calculated to estimate the value of an integrated information system for
routing and coordination in the Pacific Northwest timber industry.
5.

METHODS AND DATA

A transportation optimization model is developed (see section 5.2 for details) to identify the most
efficient routing of timber from each forest plot to each mill in the Pacific Northwest. The transportation
optimization model treats mill demands as exogenous outputs from a Land Use and Resource Allocation
(LURA) model (Latta et al. 2018). Given timber supply at each forest plot and timber demand at each
mill, the transportation optimization model identifies the least cost routes to meet mill demand without
exceeding forest supply/harvest constraints. The transportation optimization model is solved under two
operational scenarios: a status quo scenario under which all trips are roundtrips with empty backhauls;
5

and an optimal scenario which flexibly allows for coordinated routing and non-empty backhauls. The
difference in costs and efficiency between the status quo scenario and the optimal routing scenario are
used to estimate the value of investing in information technology that achieves improved product flow
and efficiency through coordinated, optimal routing.
5.1

LAND USE RESOURCE ALLOCATION MODEL

The transportation optimization model treats mill demands as exogenous outputs from a Land Use and
Resource Allocation (LURA) model (Latta et al. 2018). For each mill across the U.S., the LURA model
estimates annual mill demand as a function of macroeconomic characteristics (gross domestic product,
housing starts, etc.), forest characteristics (assortment of trees, growth rates etc.), and mill
characteristics (capacity, proximity to forests, etc.). For this report (and in Latta et al. 2018), annual mill
demands are estimated for all mills within the U.S. for 2014-2035. The transportation optimization model
uses only one year of data, therefore, annual estimates (from the LURA model) of mill demand for mills
within the PNW are averaged across the 2014-2035 time period, to generate a single representative year
of transportation flows.
The LURA model integrates both demand- and supply-side logistical characteristics of the forest
products sector, to generate a detailed and accurate account of commodity flows between forests, mills,
and ultimately the end consumer. Supply-side dynamics are captured from data collected on 130,283
forest biomass supply points (FIA plots). 2 Approximately one tenth of forest supply plots in the western
U.S. are surveyed each year, with approximately a ten-year gap between remeasurement. For each
surveyed plot information on the volumes and types of timber available are collected. Forest growth
functions are used to model timber supply for time periods between measurements.
Total mill production demand in the U.S. is equal to the apparent consumption of timber products
(production plus imports minus exports) as reported by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO). Mill demand is modeled as a function of gross domestic products, housing starts,
and elasticities of other key economic drivers (income, prices, etc.). Mill production demand is met by
allocating timber flows from each forest to each mill as a function of processing capacities, energy
requirements, and the mills’ location relative to forest plots (hauling costs).
Within the Pacific Northwest there are 187 lumber mills and 1,667 forest supply points. Annual forest
supply and mill demand volumes are plotted in Figure 2, and average 3,422,703 (std = 37,245) cubic
meters/year and 309,692 (std = 347,555) cubic meters/year respectively. Notably, forest supply far
exceeds mill demand on a year-to-year basis, but not all of the stock is easily accessible and/or
harvestable in each year. 3 Forest supply and mill demand are both concentrated predominately on the
western coasts of Oregon and Washington, on the windward (rainy) side of the Cascade Range. Several
smaller lumber mills are located throughout northeastern Washington, Idaho and northeastern Oregon.

2

The USDA Forest Inventory and Analysis program conducts annual surveys to collect, analyze and report
information on forests throughout the country (https://www.fia.fs.fed.us). This data is collected through a
combination of remote sensing (aerial photos, and satellite imagery) and field measurements (tree sizes, forest
density, ecosystem health, etc.). For our purposes, this data is used to inform forest supply constraints for each
forest plot within the study area.
3 Some plots are too remote, and thus too costly, to harvest. Some plots do not contain the right log types. Some
plots have restrictions about the share of volumes that can be harvested in any given year. These concerns are
addressed in the transportation optimization model.
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Figure 2: Annual Mill Demand and Forest Supply

5.2

TRANSPORTATION OPTIMIZATION MODEL

An annual transportation optimization model is developed to examine the allocation of forest supply to
mills, identify optimal routes, and evaluate the benefits of coordinated routing. The model captures the
movement of over 57,911,841 cubic meters (approximately 1,447,796 truckloads) of timber harvested and
processed in the Pacific Northwest in a typical year. Within the transportation optimization model, mill
demand at each mill is treated as an exogenous output from the LURA model. Given mill demand, the
transportation optimization model identifies the most efficient flow of timber from forest plots to mills,
subject to supply and demand constraints.
The transportation optimization model is solved under two operational scenarios: a status quo scenario
under which all trips are roundtrips with empty backhauls; and an optimal scenario which flexibly
allows for coordinated routing and non-empty backhauls. The status quo scenario requires all log
transportation trips to be roundtrips; that is, trucks must start empty at the mill, travel empty to the
forest, and return to the same mill from which the truck originated. This roundtrip routing results in the
share of empty miles driven, a common measure of route efficiency, to be equal to 50%. To increase the
efficiency of truck routing (and reduce the share of empty miles driven), truck operators need to identify
non-empty backhaul opportunities. Because mills themselves generally do not provide backhaul
opportunities (they do not have output products that are suitable for transport by log trailers), truck
operators must instead find harvest locations near the mill that they just delivered to, needing transport
to a mill in the direction of their original (or next planned) harvest location. The transportation
7

optimization model, by allowing for optimal routing under coordination, can be used to identify these
backhaul opportunities.
Under both operational scenarios, timber supply is allocated to each mill, by minimizing total
transportation costs, subject to forest supply/harvest constraints and mill demand constraints. Truck
transportation is assumed to cost $1.47/mile when travelling empty (7 mpg, $3.315/gallon, labor of $1/mile
($50/hr, with average speed of 50 mph)), and $1.83/mile when travelling loaded (4 mpg). Distances
between each mill and each forest plot are calculated following road freight networks. These road
networks do not include forest service/access roads but do include straight-line entry and exit costs
Heterogeneity in assortment of logs available in each forest plot, and the assortment of logs demanded by
each mill is critical to the existence of backhaul opportunities. Each mill demands a different volume and
assortment of logs, as the mills are of different sizes and specialize in different finished products (finished
lumber, wood pellets, paper products, etc.). The transportation optimization model accounts for four
different wood types: softwood saw logs, hardwood saw logs, softwood pulp logs, and hardwood pulp
logs.
The purpose of the transportation optimization model is to find the least cost set of routes that deliver
timber from forests plots to each mill to meet mill demand, without exceeding forest supply. To identify
this set of routes, the model is written as a linear programming problem where total transportation costs,
C, are a function of the number of hauls, ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤), from each forest plot, 𝑓𝑓, to each mill, 𝑚𝑚, for each
product type, w; the number of backhauls, 𝑏𝑏(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) from each mill, 𝑚𝑚, to each forest plot, 𝑓𝑓; and
transportation costs, 𝑐𝑐(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) and 𝑐𝑐(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚):
𝐶𝐶 = � ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤) ∗ 𝑐𝑐(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚) + � 𝑏𝑏(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) ∗ 𝑐𝑐(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓)
𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚,𝑤𝑤

𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚,

where 𝑐𝑐(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚) ∗ $1.83/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and 𝑐𝑐(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) ∗ $1.47/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚; 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) =
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚). The number of hauls, ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤), are each measured in 40 cubic meter truckloads. In words,
the transportation cost function is equal to the sum of hauling truckloads from each forest to each mill
for each wood type, multiplied by hauling cots, plus the sum of backhauling trucks from each mill to each
forest, multiplied by backhauling costs. This is the region-wide total transportation cost function, that
adds up all of the hauling and backhauling costs associated with timber transportation. Then, total
transportation costs (C) can be minimized subject to forest harvest and mill demand constraints:
� ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤) ≤ 𝑆𝑆(𝑓𝑓, 𝑤𝑤)/5,
𝑚𝑚

� ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤) ≥ 𝐷𝐷(𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤),
𝑓𝑓

where 𝑆𝑆(𝑓𝑓, 𝑤𝑤) is equal to forest supply/extraction of wood, 𝑤𝑤, at plot 𝑓𝑓, and 𝐷𝐷(𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤) is equal to mill
demand of wood, 𝑤𝑤, at mill 𝑚𝑚. The first constraint requires forest extraction, volumes hauled from each
forest to each mill for each wood type, to be less than one fifth of available supply on each plot, which is
common practice within the timber industry (especially on public lands) to preserve the health of the
forests. Forest extraction is also assumed to be proportional across harvested log types on each plot,
which is consistent with clear cutting and thinning, but not selective harvesting. The second constraint
8

requires haul volumes of each wood type to each mill to be greater than or equal to demand for timber at
the respective mill.
Additional constraints are included in the linear optimization model to ensure transportation logistics
are satisfied. The model requires the number of trucks leaving each mill is equal to the number of trucks
arriving at each mill, which ensures that each truck starts and ends their day at the same location. The
roundtrip routing scenario requires an additional constraint that the number of trucks backhauling from
mill 𝑚𝑚 to forest 𝑓𝑓 is equal to the number of trucks hauling from forest 𝑓𝑓 to mill 𝑚𝑚 (ensures roundtrip
routing). A more detailed explanation of the transportation optimization model is available in the
Appendix.
6.

RESULTS

The net benefits of an information system that facilitates optimal coordinated routing are evaluated by
comparing the costs, both private and public, of timber transportation under each operational scenario.
The results from the status quo scenario will represent transportation costs without coordinated routing.
The results from the coordinated routing scenario will represent transportation costs with coordinated
routing. Thus, the difference in costs across the two scenarios will represent the value of an information
system used to facilitate coordinated routing.
Under the status quo roundtrip routing scenario, a total of 68,295,200 cubic meters of timber were
transported 57,422,508 truck miles (representing one year of timber flows) (Table 1). Because of the
roundtrip routing constraint, 50% of all miles traveled were empty backhaul miles. Roundtrip routes are
shown in Figure 3, where darker shaded lines indicate higher flow volumes. Roundtrip routes averaged
33.6 miles in length, with annual flows on each route averaging 97,984 cubic meters (2,500 truckloads).
Figure 3: Status Quo Scenario, Roundtrip Routes

Under coordinated routing 65,372,700 cubic meters of timber were transported 53,213,348 truck miles.
Without the roundtrip routing constraint, the share of empty backhaul miles were reduced from 50% to
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43%, reflecting increased efficiency. Coordinated routes average 32.5 miles in length (haul + backhaul),
with annual flows on each route averaging 78,010 cubic meters (1,950 truckloads).
Table 1: Trip Descriptive Statistics
Roundtrip

Coordinated

Haul miles

28,711,254

30,272,130

Backhaul miles

28,711,254

22,941,218

Total miles

57,422,508

53,213,348

Total trips

1,707,380

1,634,317

% of empty backhaul miles

50.00%

43.11%

Total cost

$94,813,788

$89,165,681

Coordinated routing results in an imbalance in truck/log flows, and coordinated routing opportunities
can be identified by examining the imbalance of flows among a set of mills and forests. Figure 4 shows
the difference in the number of hauling trips (from the forest to the mill) and the number of backhauling
trips (from the mill to the forest), denoted net trips. For routes on which net trips are positive (purple),
more trucks were observed hauling from forest 𝑓𝑓 to mill 𝑚𝑚, than were observed backhauling from mill 𝑚𝑚
to forest 𝑓𝑓. For routes on which net trips are negative (orange), fewer trucks were observed hauling from
forest 𝑓𝑓 to mill 𝑚𝑚, than were observed backhauling from mill 𝑚𝑚 to forest 𝑓𝑓. For routes on which only
roundtrips were observed, net trips equal zero; these routes are omitted from Figure 4.
Figure 4: Coordinated Routing Scenario, Net Trips
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Figure 5 below, offers a zoomed in view of northeastern Oregon (outlined in Figure 4), to serve as an
example of coordinated routing opportunities. Among this set forests and mills, there is a shortage of
trucks returning from Forests 1, 2 and 3 to Mill A (net trips is negative, orange), but a surplus of trucks
arriving from Forests 4 and 5 to Mill A (net trips is positive, purple). Likewise, there is a shortage of
trucks returning from Forests 4 and 5 to Mill B, but a surplus of trucks arriving from Forests 1, 2 and 3 to
Mill B. These imbalances are resolved by coordinating routing between Forests 1-5 and Mills A and B.
With coordinated routing trucks can travel empty from Mill A to Forest 1, deliver logs from Forest 1 to
Mill B, then pick up logs from Forest 5 and deliver them to Mill A. Coordinated routes like these can be
found all over the Pacific Northwest, and result in improved efficiencies.
Figure 5: Coordinated Routes, Northeastern Oregon
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In total, coordinated routing results in 4.2 million fewer miles being driven annually relative to the status
quo scenario. With coordinated routes, the share of empty miles traveled falls from 50% to 43%, a sign of
increased efficiencies. This efficiency gain results in a $5.6 million (6%) cost savings/year 4 and a 7%
reduction in annual greenhouse gas emissions due to the decreased mileage travelled (valued at
$656,628/year). 5 Reduced mileage also results in less wear and tear on the roadways, generating
approximately $0.12 per mile saved (FHWA, 2000), for a total of $505,099 annually.
Figure 6: Coordinated Route Opportunities by Mill

Coordinated routing opportunities, however, are not available for all mills. Figure 6 maps the share of trips
that are coordinated for each mill. Mills with a higher share of coordinated trips (more coordinated route
opportunities) are shown with larger red dots. Coordinated routing opportunities are largely concentrated
in western Washington and Oregon, where there is a high density of forests and mills. These regions/mills
with a high share of coordinated routes are also the ones that would benefit most from information system
identifying backhaul opportunities and coordinating routing.
7.

CONCLUSION

Coordinated routing has the potential to improve timber transportation efficiencies and reduce costs. In
total, public and private efficiency gains from coordinated routing are estimated to be $6.8 million
annually. This report is agnostic about the costs of developing and implementing a coordinated routing
system, but in the case that doing so costs less than $6.8 million annually (or $5.2 million if we were to
only consider private investments) investment in and adoption of coordinated routing will have a
positive return on investment within the Pacific Northwest.
Mills or truck carriers considering investment in such information systems/technologies must evaluate
their own coordinated routing opportunities. As was identified in Figure 6, those mills that are located
Cost savings are calculated as the difference in total costs from the roundtrip routing scenario and the flexible
coordinated routing scenario: $94,813,788-$89,165,681= $5,648,107.
5 Trucks are assumed to emit 3 kg of CO2 per mile travelled (Allman et al. 2021), and the carbon price is assumed to
be $52 per metric ton.
4
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within dense forests and among a dense network of differentiated mills are likely to see more benefits
from coordinated routing, than will more isolated mills such as those in northeastern Washington.
Identifying such coordinated routing opportunities requires understanding the heterogeneity in mill
demand and forest supply within your operating region and capitalizing on log shipments that originate
from near your primary mill delivery location, and need delivery in the direction of your primary forest
harvest locations. In cases where identifying such routing opportunities is difficult, investment in a
coordinated routing information system may be worthwhile, as such opportunities are not always
obvious.
Information systems in timber transportation promise additional benefits, though additional work is
needed to integrate daily operating constraints (delivery windows, driver time logs, locations of logging
crews, etc.) into the proposed annual, regional-level coordinated routing model. An ideal coordinated
routing information system would incorporate both the long-time horizon route coordination decisions
modeled in this paper, and the daily operation constraints to achieve maximum efficiencies. Such an
information system would bring even greater efficiencies to the timber transportation industry.
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APPENDIX
The transportation optimization model is a simple constrained linear optimization model. The objective
of the optimization model is to find the least cost set of routes to transport logs from the forest to mills,
to meet mill demand without exceeding forest supply.
The transportation optimization model is solved in four steps:
1.

First, the costs for each potential transportation route from each forest to each mill delivery
point are calculated. Route costs are calculated as the sum of backhauling costs from the mill to
the forest pickup location and hauling costs from the forest back to the mill. In many cases the
origination mill for the backhaul will be the same as the origination for the haul (roundtrip
routes), but this does not have to be the case. Route hauling/backhauling costs are written as a
function of hauling distances and unit costs per mile. Per mile unit costs include a $1/mile wage
for the truck driver ($50/hr, with average speed of 50 mph), fuel costs, and fuel efficiency. Fuel
costs are assumed to be $3.315/gallon. Fuel efficiency is assumed to be 7 miles/gallon when
travelling empty (backhaul), and 4 miles/gallon when travelling loaded (haul). Hauling costs
from forest 𝑓𝑓 to mill 𝑚𝑚 are given by:
𝑐𝑐(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚) ∗ $1.83/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Backhauling costs from mill 𝑚𝑚 to forest 𝑓𝑓 are given by:

𝑐𝑐(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) ∗ $1.47/𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

2. Then, sets of feasible routes are defined, as a collection of hauling routes from each forest to each
mill and backhauling routes from each mill to each forest. These sets of routes, in aggregate, are
required to satisfy the forest supply constraint: total forest extraction from each forest plot must
be less than one fifth of the volume of available supply at each plot (common practice to preserve
the health of forests, and allow for future harvests). Total haul volumes from forest 𝑓𝑓 to mill 𝑚𝑚 of
wood type 𝑤𝑤 are given by: ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤), where volumes are measured in 40 cubic foot truckloads.
Then, the forest supply constraint can be written as:
� ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤) ≤ 𝑆𝑆(𝑓𝑓, 𝑤𝑤)/5
𝑚𝑚

The sets of feasible routes, in aggregate, are also required to satisfy the mill demand constraint:
total mill deliveries of each log type to each mill must be greater than or equal to the demand for
timber at each mill. The mill demand constraint can be written as:
� ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤) ≥ 𝐷𝐷(𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤).
𝑓𝑓

3. Then, given all the sets of feasible routes, the costs of each set of routes are calculated as the sum
of the costs of the individual routes that makeup the set. Total transportation costs, C, of each
set of routes are written as a function of the number of hauls, ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤), from each forest plot, 𝑓𝑓,
to each mill, 𝑚𝑚, for each product type, w; the number of backhauls, 𝑏𝑏(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) from each mill, 𝑚𝑚, to
each forest plot, 𝑓𝑓; and transportation costs, 𝑐𝑐(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) and 𝑐𝑐(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚):
𝐶𝐶 = � ℎ(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚, 𝑤𝑤) ∗ 𝑐𝑐(𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚) + � 𝑏𝑏(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓) ∗ 𝑐𝑐(𝑚𝑚, 𝑓𝑓)
𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚,𝑤𝑤
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𝑓𝑓,𝑚𝑚,

In words, the transportation cost function is equal to the sum of hauling truckloads from each
forest to each mill for each wood type, multiplied by hauling cots, plus the sum of backhauling
trucks from each mill to each forest, multiplied by backhauling costs. This is the region-wide
total transportation cost function, that adds up all of the hauling and backhauling costs
associated with timber transportation for each set of feasible routes.
4. Given the costs of all feasible sets of routes, the optimal set of routes is simply the least cost set of
routes. By construction, this set of routes that satisfy mill demand at each mill, without
exceeding the available supply at each forest. This model is solved in General Algebraic Modeling
System (GAMS) using Linear Programming and the CPLEX Solver.
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